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INTRODUCTION
On average, nearly 30 product recalls occur every week in Europe with the costs between 2-15% of a company’s yearly revenues. The current intervention systems are not
capable of uncovering the near infinite number of contaminants or ingredients used for food fraud, and the nature and instances of food fraud are constantly changing. We
have applied advanced analytics such as Machine learning as well as statistical analysis to food Big Data in order to develop an Early Warning System for monitoring food
supply chains and detecting anomalies as a sign of food fraud activities. This approach is truly agnostic to prior information thus effective in detecting emerging risks.

a) Early Warning Systems (EWS)
There is a need for cost-effective proactive methods such as EWS in contrast to
reactive methods such as detection and interventions based on analytical tests,
which are costly and time consuming for mitigating food fraud risks. The following
graph shows where EWS sits in the time and cost line of food fraud management.
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b) Advanced Analytics and Big Data
Detecting fraud, in real-time, requires monitoring and detecting subtle changes in
few or many relevant triggers of food fraud. These triggers are context-based and are
chosen given the commodities characteristics. A taxonomy of the comprehensive set
of these triggers are provided in Figure 3. Advanced analytics such as combination of
Machine learning and statistical analysis are jointly used to identify anomalies in the
combined dataset (Food Big Data). The identified anomalies are carefully examined
against reference distribution to establish their genuineness as extreme events such
as food fraud incidences. This approach is agnostic to prior (i.e. historical)
information regarding the nature of fraud, types of commodities, and country of
origin.

The EWS concept and methodology have been successfully
tested and validated retrospectively in case studies such as
well-known Horsemeat scandal. In the Horsemeat case
study, using only two types of data i.e. quantity and prices,
the EWS was able to detect two anomalies in international
trade of horse meat that was not compatible with normal
pattern of data. The EWS in this case could have raised red
flags of fraudulent activities up to 6 months before the
outbreak of the scandal in January 2013!

d) Future Research: Fraud Diffusion in Supply Chain
The food supply chain is complex and it is constantly evolving. The Horsemeat
scandal in 2013 was one example of the global interwoven network of commodity
trades. To forecast the emerging risks, we need to map the underlying structure of
food chain across countries and commodities to enhance our understanding of the
risk propagation in food supply network and identify systematic fraudulent
activities.
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Figure 2. EWS components and flowchart..
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Figure 4. Diffusion of Fraud Risk in Global Food Supply Chain.

Figure 1. Food Fraud Event Management.
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Figure 3. Taxonomy of Food Fraud Big Data
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